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ABS'IUACT

l ~ This report describes progress toward an "int(Alligent question-

i answering system"--a system that can accept facts, retrieve items from

_ memory, and perform logical deductions necessary to answer questions.

LTwo versions of such a system have beem implomentedt and the authors

expect these to be the first in an evolving series of question

_ answerers.

The first system, QAl, is based upon relational information

organized in a list-structured memory. The data consist of general

facts about relations as well as specific facts about objects. QA1

has limited deductive ability.

QA2 is based upon formal theorem-proving techniques. Facts are

represented by statements in the predicate calculus. Although the
i ~~~memory organization is simpler thanta fQI the sophislae

logical abilities of QA2 result in greater question-answering power.

- The report gives examples of the performance of QAl ant QA2 on

typical problems that have been done by previous question-answerers,

Sand describes plans for extending the capabilities or QA2.
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I INTRIODUCTION

A. Gocals

This ruport doscribos I)opVoI'OSS (Irl'itg thV fil'st yCUV Of a co01titluing
poJi'vt whose primanry goal Is the uiVelOpillt of at iutell ltt quvstion-

aunsworing systemh 'Ite point of view of this report is tLhat a quo-|to oll-

answering system is well-dofltiod formnl sysiom, exiibitod in the form

of a cOmputer progrtahf, that lta: at loest the following tilrue mhuhakrutteAt'-

istios:

(1) The ability to accept statomonts of fact, pos.ibly
expressed ill a formal language such as a )predi•ato
calculus, and store thom in its meo|-ory.

(2) Tho ability to search stored information efficiently
and to recognizo items that are relevant to n partic-S i ular quer'y.

(3) The ability to respoud appropriatoly to a question by
identifying anid prOsenting the answer If it is prosont
ill memory, and by deducing a reasonlable logical re-
spouse from 'elovant knowledge if the complete answor

,• is ntot explicitly nivnilablol.

Our present research is designed to study basic problems involved
]• ~~~inl makting I to t o - u•it.. .. ..S....y ....tem, imt-llgetg ,, , ,, r,,,, t c e e ,• • u= t o t

1) pa-tiCul a' p)ot elltial appli)1 catio n1s. If S tICl1 %A syst em can bo made P.ra-00

I- Ileal , onoe: elm thfiik of mtany kultilikato ;tppliIZationlS--.n1Ch1 US Lk flexible-

•-• ~~command( andI( Control 011,i1ortuatioai service, n referentce librariatlts ussis,-

S~~tttut:, 0or 4 r'obot Oil Mar's that 111ti.,t be0 ablel to make •, tile best L\UtrillOIIIOki,

(decisions based uj,on limited informiition.

11. Previous Work

Early work in the general area of question-answoring systems is

(coten1J)U 3tly Surveyed by SimIIonS, * Addi t ional and Imonr recent work has

.- lH fererees are listed at the end of thie report,

..-
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been reported by sovok-ui groups 11tn(lucing Colby anld Bl~zoa, 2 McCarthy,3

QtujiIanW, Sinmnints, s i gle, 1', '1oIo,~Croig~ et nl.," and

* SOII1lu O1 tile p)evIotI wol'k, i nclud ing~ that uf Ivezt ivbnuliu mat Cut hi

"Ind Etnvil ha14s heell pill alil y COIIC4Žti)od wi thI problumls rvel a to tile uso

of natural ~I~g1 isti ns~ an input l'mnguI4go. McakCrthy, m utno othr ha

" "ji ilted s'-:rvrtll papIolm " aA It h thle UIlL... rcLiling ;ioj I. iCn4L Of hew

I0 formul-fifZ Vze ee-ydiuy 1km10Wl dge. Quaill Ian has Iimplemeii(ve a full y criosjs-

referenced (lict tolnay, which Might be %riumled us a mueful tool fo r (i-other.

than ll exampjle Of) 41usinuncrii ytm siltnllollm, Rtupiaol '10

TOIIump4Oh, and Cranig fut kil. Seemt to be Convei'ginig toward tile vimwpotnt

that sumo sort of list Btructuvo reprotielntattoll of vulittioiuil datan Is

hboessry ii tmes to-anwerngsystem as a 1geberrnl sepiantic miodel .

Mc~i-ty, n hs t'adicetakr"discussions,'' und Slagle and othiors havo

considered ways of applyting formal logicatl toohhliikl~uu tO quelostioll AnSWer-

lung, Pow of thle Previous projects have realistilcaly consideved tile

problemi of oxtraictilng and util izing only tile relevant duta from a potonl-

r tinily onormouts store of facts.

Our current work is based largely uiponl both thlo s-omanltto ruprCSvnlttn-

t ions usted by htmphaul" miad the formial theoroin-provi ug techniques developed[by Robinson 1 i and Others. We 0X~ect: to dom~ollstrato tho feasibility of

4(11st i oI-anlswoortlig systems thait kise both 1 1st-st ructure Sontantiv models
alnd! formaIl tlloorem~-piro%-Inmg t echluiltijes to store iucts, a trmet rel evauti

C. McthlodologyL% alld EmIphlasis

Our original p1(U) for this project was to design, Implement, experl'I-

ment withi, aiia Qvaluuto til evolving 6cries of Versions of it que~t ion-

answerinig system. Buch veris on would Ibe designed to overcome tile major

silrt~o~ltng Oritspreec's *t'sandil turn the prcui of worin wt

eachl wo)uld be expected tV)~I, : additional features to he I ncludted ill

I t8 Succlussul'8.



Asltwl n1,O poeso csgig lnlmnig n x

ofth I e sysellQA lowtupoesfdoigigIpmnt and QA2

t re 1m-o suwvoyfiii thoev~ with theitisve lb we doto tat n r aual tho. is

9 mliissing from mo*st oxisting prografmn wils a data i'eprea3eltation that could
0011tutl general0 filetts UbOut t10 rulations, In thle logical system as %k-ell

I as -spoci fic facts about the objectsk In tho reall 3)roblum' domain. QA1 ro-

sml ted from outr suarch for such it muorory ox-goniz~uttott. A modified prodi-

Cate Calculus was selected to repweosolat 1iiformat~ion from it tow of tilt

subject areas that had beetv usud by proviouti cites tion-anawering systems.

tatOMWIitS III thist foQrtRU ItlngUtAgO WOveO placd On P'opuertV litst- of'

various key words. Facts woro retrieved by auarching thoso property

lists, and logical conclutsioins woro deduued by usill' ngaOduJ ponOnS Amnd

substitution as rules of Inference. 'ThO foctis of Our woIrk during this

period Ntas on teeilchiques of momory organ~iZatiOnk.

Althtougn Q4Al acheltved some limi ted qulest tvn-alnswer-i ug ability, its

p)ower was limnited 4veo'use its logical dodkictive system was Itwommploto.

Therefore we transaferred ourv attention to the problem of providin~g better
proot du to. a1,-r.o t I, upon it i Im formh Inn i s it~I t ho

*on1 pronaiwifg prcsysta 1ttm.j(111h llo

QA2 I~s it quesation-nnswering systemm derived alimost exclusively fromi

tortial theoroni-provi ng Henos. it Is basod upon the .. A. ilohiason tecth-

niquei of rosolhkt ton, and uses the uni t preferenice st rategy' 1 and otl'er

Itettristics to imfprove search efficiotncy.

SeCt iOn 11 Of thiS report dIiscusWSe QAl in detail. Soctiont III
de'~ ~~a rIbafniithoon-provi ng toch i ques , incluin l g rosolkit iott, and

their applicability to question answerinag. QA2i I,, discussted Ini See. IV.

Sect ion V describtes .9ome plaits for future '-Y.totens. ~Mirther details of

thle two tlrlplcadnted systemls appear in tile appendi ces.

LI3



It QAI'--A qUIESTION ANb'WERIIl 11A.Wl) ON Lt8T-ýT1TRUURlEI N11OIIY

(AJA was the first 5Vsyut0T itupi qflhiw 1.01 ll(Iv th ie project I. t Lwas5

ba:0d1largely onl tho 8111 %ystom of lhnpiphuI .9 10 Tito nijor advanltage of
QAIove Slt loz3ill theQ abilitY Ot QAl tO hold ill I i Ifst Mirkuctiukc'

momI1ory logical sttui'ionts about. how valrious kindim of Ctictti Iight Interact .

Thus QAI dous i~t~ roquire as witinuvopiurat~o ad hLcq tis tWitn .-.11iwar Ing

0Ltit1ium as (did Slit.

QA1 is the first of what woexopoct to bu ui series at 8uccossively

moro powerf'ul (Imostesion aiiswaxrors; It. was nevor Intended to he n completio

polished systom. Thus snripio problem doun i n. were borrowed from pro-

vious quostlon-answuritig progrdnis, wnd the control language antd logioni

doduct.10on prograuins of QA1 waro loft In rathier rough form. Ill thit SCC-

tioll wo (loscrilm the tibiliitios mid orgtn izat ion of QA1. lhurther dotai is

wid oaxaplos ara givon inl Appendix A. Of course, many of the caimbilitioB

of QA.1 ire improvod Il 0,A2; these are described later inl Lbis report.

A. Abilitips of thle Syetem

Int each of sovertil suibject. artiag, QA1 is capablo of nccepting facts

'id~ thOll anjS1;ringt!1 qUe~sL t. Uu n:ý;clmd oti ihe lavt I ic. Thte t'A lowiing -ire

eateogries and oxomplos of questiolls thalt the svstimm is Capableot till-

swor ing, of ter the gi vonl facts have been .9tated ilnit r~a ftjroprittte Ul;)ut

(i Lart-wholo relatitonships -

(a) P. kC t S Eve~ry persoll lift two arms, and( over, (1111
T, 1-.1 7 "W) 11,111(, kllid 01.11'y 1%l)(ta JJoi five f.1.1go 'S .

(b) Qiuestionis lnswok'od 1)v the svystom; D~oes ovotry
hand h~ave five ft ogers"F1? how11anly illnger.s doe a
l)Ohsull hauve?

(it) F~ac ts johnt is all inistanfce of it person.

(1)) QuLos t ion. aniswered: I.s Jo111 a peCrson? John is
till inuc of 11CC0 whatU? Who ~Isl n 3it instance of a poi'son?'



!(a) Iats Every boy is a person.

(b) Questi~ons: Is every boy a person? If John is a
! j Loy, who is anl instance of a person?

S~(4) Spat ial-re lat ionships

.•i •(a) Facts: The telephone is on top of the table. -

S(b) Question to be answered: What is on top of thle
! ! table? (if any telephone can be used for corm-

S !munication), what is on top of thle table that c•an

:• be used for communication?

t (5) miscellaneous

S(a) Facts: Scott is an airfield having ail asphtalt
S ; , runway which is 6000 feet long. Scott, Clark,
Si ~and Dover are all airfields.•

• (b) Question& to be answered: What is Clark? Does

Scott have a runway? Does Scott have a runway
length of 2000 feet?

• • B. Data Representation

S~For a discussion of some of the reasons for choosing this represen-

tation, see See. V-A. The data consist of relational statements similar

to statements of first-order predicate catlcu~lus. They, aro represented

i ÷ I

S- !by list structures organized for efficient information retrieval. (see

Si Ref. 22 for a discussion of list structures and property lists.) Binary
relations are stored in memory as attribute-value pairs os the property

lists o( the symbols that are related. Statements of greater complexity

than binary relations are also stored oW t iese property lists under

special attributes. A sample of ttie data-base may be represented as

followsc:

JOHIN-, TYPE (proper name), INST (John, Boy)
PERSONw- TYPE (generic name), INCLUDE (Boy, Person),

a r S-PART-SET (person, aa l, 2)

TELEPHIONE -. TYPE (generic name), INST (telephione-1,
t telephone), USE (telephone, coammnication)

taio, e USE -A TYPE (relation), arguments (2)

tosaeet ffrtore rdct tcls. Te r ersne

byls tutrsognzdfrefiin nomto erea. (e



_ _- __ -~ -r

INST -. TYPE (relation), COM1PUTES (iNsr(sTr x RULE(FREEVARS(U V W)

PRED(IMPLIES(AND(INCIWDE V W)(INST U V))(INST U W)))))

where the word at the tail of an arrow is an elementary symlbl. Tile list

at the head of an arrow is the property list of that symbol. INST is the

name of tile set-membership relation and INCLUDE is the name of the set-

inclusion relation.

These statements represent the information that: "JOIN" is the name

of an object belonging to the set of Boys; "PERSON" is the name of a set

that includes the set of Boys; every "PERSON" has as parts a set of two

arms; Trelephone-l' is a member of the set of all telephones; all telephones

are used for communication; 'USE" is a binary relation; "INST" is a re-

lation; and the following axiom holds: (V u)(V v)(,e w)[vC w A uev -- u w.;

C. Query Language

To interrogate the system, the user types questions in one of two

formats, depending upon whether the question is to be answered by the

FINDR function or the VFIND function.

1. FINDR

The function FINDR takes as arguments the name of a relation and

arguments for that relation. Each argument for a relation, called a

term, -ay be completely specified by name, partially specified by a de-

scriptivo operator, or unspecified (a "don't-care" term). FINDR will

attempt to find objects that satisfy the specifications for each term

and for which the relation holds. If it succeeds, it will return tlhe

relation with the names of the appropriate objects filled in. Although

FINDR has a limited degree of logical inference ability embedded in its

specif ication-matching facility, it is primarily a memory-searching

function. It also knows about and deals with the abbreviations used in

the memol ,.

Some examples of its operation are given below. In each case the

machine's output is given on the line following the input (which starts

with FINDR).

6
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FINDR(INST (TELEPHONEI TELEPHONE))

(INST (TELEPIHONE1 TELEPHONE))

Here all terms are objects specified by name. The statement is

found crue and FINDR returns the input unchanged.

•l •. FINDR( INST (DCE TELEPHONE))

(INST (TELEPHONE1 TELEPHONE))

DCE" stands for a don't-care expression--i.e., any term that satis-

fies the above relations.

FINDR(ONTOP((ST X USE(X COdMUNICATION))TABLEl))

(ONTOP (TELEPHONE1 TABLE1))

The first argument of the relation ONTOP is partially specified by

using the descriptive operator ST ("such-that"). Tile term (ST X USE(X COM-

MITNICATION)) means "the object X such that X is used for communication."

"Some logical inference was necessary to answer this question. The three

facts,

(a) TELEPHONE1 is a telephone,

(b) Every telephone is used for communication,

(c) TELEPIIONEl is on top of TABLEI,

were used in the course of answering this question.

2. VFIND

The function VFIND represents our first attempt at a procedure for

applying special axioms found in the data. The arguments of VFIND are
Sa list of variables and a list of predicates contai:ning those variables.

The program will then attempt to find values for the variables that will

satisfy all of the predicates. If FINDR fails to find the answer by

searching memory, then VFIND searches memory for a relevant axiom and

:•ithen tries to deduce the answer. If FINDR succeeds, VFIND returns a

tdIdlist of dotted pairs in which each variable is paired with the value that

satisfies tile predicates. The deductive procedure is described in the

next section (D). Some examples of the use of VFIND are given below.

7
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VFIND((X)(INST JOHN X))

((x. B•oy))

VFIND((X)(INST X PERSON))

((x. JOHN))

VFIND((Y)(11ASPA'TS•7' IMIAN FINGER Y))

((y . 10))

This last result may be interpreted precisely to mcan that every member

of the set of humans has as parts a set of 10 elements from the set of

fingers. Each oi the above questions required several step-deductions

and the use of special axioms found i- memory.

D. Deduction Routines

If the answer to a given question was not found in memory, the H
progiam VFIND carried out the following procedure: Let us suppose the

input is

VFIND((X)(INST X PERSON)),

meaning "find some element in the set of persons." Also, suppose that no

information of the form

(INST MIKE PERSON)

is in memory. FINDR, will thus fail to find the answer in the first

search. It will then search for an axiom and find, on the property list

of INST, the rule

(FREEVARS (U V W) PRED (IMPLIES (AND(INCLUDE V W)) (INST U V)) (INST U W)))

The consequent, (INST U W) is "matched" to (INST X PERSON) and since the

match succeeds, then two subproblems consisting of the two predicates in

the antecedent

(INCLUDE V PERSON) and

(INST JOHN V)

are generated. Two predicates that match these requirements,

(INCLUDE BOY PERSON) and

(INST JOH1N BOY)

8



I are then found in memory. The program keeps track of variables and

S~returns the value

F-I

((X. JOHN))
ar The process is recursive and at aly point in a subproblem it may call d or

special axioms to employ. In QAl, all axioms are in the form of an im-

AL plication, so no additional rules of inference are used.

E. Evaluation and Limitations

The system was fast, taking only a few seconds of real time for the

most difficult questions that it was capable of answering. Exact machine

j times are unknown, since the Q-32 is a time-sharing system normally having

20 to 25 users, Once the program was operative, the ability to deal with

.new subject areas could be added in a few minutes by merely typing in the

necessary relations and axioms. Thus no reprogramming would be necessary

to handle new subjects and new questions, a problem that plagued Raphoel's

SIR project.12 Also, new and old subjects could be interactive. The

program could employ set-membership information in solving spatial-

relationship problems.

However, we felt that several changes should be made to thle program.

The data representation and memory organization were adequate but the do-

"duction techniques required improvement. The program handled existential

quantifiers only in certain cases and recognized only two logical con-

nectives, AND and IMPLIES. The functions VFIND and 1.INDR were not quite

conpatible, and, as a result, the rule of inference

(Iy)P(.x) r>P(a)

could not be applied in sonme cases. The program had no sophisticated

means of preventing loops or picking the order in which to attempt de-

ductions. It tried a simple depth-first search of the proof tree generated

by the deductive routine described in D above. As a result of these

£ ilimitations, QA1 could not answer such questions as "lHow many hands floes

John have?" and "Does there exist a person who is not a boy?" 'The for-

malization of these two problems and their solutions by QA2 are given in

* Sec. IV-D below.

.•9
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To progress further, two alternatives were:

(1) To modify the current program by correcting each defi-
ciency one at a time and experimentally evolve more
sophisticated deductive routines, perhaps similar to
those of Fischer Black's question-answering program.,

(2) To base our new work upon relevant research in the i
field of automatic theorem-proving. 1

Like our questi on-answering programs, automatic theorem-proving

programs must be logically complete and must contain heuristics for

selecting subproblems--i.e., for searching "proof trees" efficiently.

To our knowledge, however, theorcm-provcrs have not been used in a system i

containing information-retrieval capabilities. It was not clear just

how a mathematical theorem-prover could be used.

We selected the second alternative--adaptation of results in auto-

matic theorem proving--because of its potential power to provide us even-

tually with a very general, yet conceptually simple, question-answering

system. Thus work on QA1 was abandoned and we proceeded to study how

theorem-proving techniques could best be utilized, and then to im-

plement QA2.

I 0
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III THEOREM-PROVING AND QUESTION-ANSWERING

1 One of the most important characteristics of a question-artswering

I system is its logical deductive ability. A system that can derive and
I construct responses from its stored knowledge is far more intevresting

than a system that can only parrot back responses that are s,.cred explicitly

in its memory.

Mathematicians and philosophers have studied the nature of implication

and deduction, primarily in the abstract domain of formal logic. Most of

S1 the formal logical systems that have been studied contain all the rea-

HI sonable properties one might wish in "deducing" facts in a particular,

informal subject domain, and most formal systems can be easily applied,

with appropriate semantic models, to the particular subject domains of
interest. Therefore, we decided that, instead of developing our own

heuristic deductive techniques, we should try to ap!:ly the most powerful

logical procedures available in the mathematics literature to our

question-answering problems.

A. Introduction to Formal Theorem-Proving Techniques

Formal logic usually (teals with well-defined strings of symbols

called "well-formed formulas" (wff's), and with a subset of the wff's

called "theorems." Each wff can be interpreted as a statement, that

may be true or false, about the state of a particular semantic model.

The semantic domain may consist of any individuals and relations; in

the absence of specific semantic knowledge, a domain consisting of

numbers and sets is freqliently used as the "standard interpretation."

A model is said to satisfy a wff if the statement represented by

the wff is true for that model. A wff that is satisfied by all possible

models (from the semantic domain) is called valid,

: Ii
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The theorems of a logical system are usually intended to be the

valid wff's. flowever, since it is not practical in general to enumerate

and test all possible models, formal syntactJc procedures called proof

procedures must be used to establish theorems. If every theorem of a

proof procedure is indeed valid, tU. procedure is called sound. If

every valid formula can be demonstrated to be a theorem, the procedure

is complete. In tile desirable case that a proof procedure is both sound

and complete, tho theorems of the procedure coincide with the valid wff's.

A decision procedure Is a sound and complete proof procedure that cat!

effectively decide whether any given wff is valid or not.

Unfortunately, a famous theorem by O6del shows that any sufficiently

rich and consistent formal system is incomplete; that is, there will

always exist wff's that are valid but cannot be formally proved to be

valid. This means that, for the interesting formal systems, there cnn

be no decision procedure; we must content ourselves with sound proof

procedures that can establish as tiLeorems some, but not all, of the

valid wff's.

As a practical m.atter, however, the incompleteness property is much

less restrictive than it may at first appear. Because of the time and

space constraints on practical computation, the heuristic power of a

prooe procedure--i.e., its ability to prove usoful theorems offlefontly--

is more important than its ultimanLe eCtIultveness on all theorems. A

decision procedure that requires enormous amounts of time or intermediate

storage is undistinguishable, in practice, from an incomplete proof

procedure that never terminates for some wff's.

In recent years, much work has been done on the development on proof

procedures suitable for implementation onl a digital computer.16

The most effective of those seem to be those that use thle Robinson

resolution principle in conjunction with the llorbrand1 7 approach to

theorem proving, sometimes called "semantic tableau" methods,

12



D. Tile Robinson Prooedutiv for Proof by Re sol!ution

The basic approach of' Ilorbrand proof procedu~res Is to attempt to
i ~ ~construct a model that satisfies tihe nogation• of thle wff to bo proved.

Since every wff is either true or. false for oaeh po),siblo mo~del, every

m odel must either satisfy a given wff or' else satisfy its negation, and

-! no m~odel coil simultaneously satisfy both a wff and its negation. If a

ti"wit is va~lid, its negation cannot be satisfiable, If tlhe cons tritetionl

k of a model for the negation of a wff is completed, then tile wff is not A

•' itheorem. If the conkstruction process leads to obviously contradictory

•Jmodel assignments, then no satisfying model is possible and the wff is

Sproved to be valid. If tile construction processi proceeds inturmitnably,

S~the proof procedure fails. (This is why those proof procedures are not

S~deoislOn procedures. It is known thtat no decision procedure can exist

S~for the first-ordor predicate calculus. )

Proof by resolution is a Ilerbrand type of procedure. The negation

S~of the wff to be proved is first placed into a az,4ndard form (prenex

:I'conjunctive normal form, tit which existentially quantified variables are

ii [ replaced by Skolem functions of previous universally quantified variables).

':! ~In this form, tile wff is represented as tile con~junction of a set of

.• • formulas called clauses, each of whtich is a disjunction of elementary

i] • formulas called literals. Thler, new clauses are deduced from thte starting

•! -• clauses by the inference rutle of resolution, such• thlat the original wif

S•is satisfiable only if' its descendent clauses tire all As.atisf Ia 1l e. Tile

• goal of the procedure is to deduce tihe empty formula, which Is not

catisfiable and therefore demonstrates that all its aneeetincluding

S~the starting wff, are not satisfiable,

! Tho rule of resolution is best Illustrate(] first tit its propositional

Sform: if P) V (. and .- pv 6 are two wff 1, tit whiceh p is tiny proposition and

! ci and 8 are any wff's, one may deduce the wff crv 8.

|'# The predicate calculus forin of tire resolution rule Is this: Let L1

,: • be any atomic formula--i.e., a wff consisting of a single predicate

i|• symbol followed by an% appropriate set of constant, variable, and function

[•symbols for arguments. Let. L2 be tit(e negvation of' an atomic forinula
2,'
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consisting of the same predicate symbol as LV, but in general with

differont argumelnlts4. Lot C and be any wff's lit the predicate calculus.

Lot (ce), be tihe wff obtained from (Y by malting all stibstltutions •sp)ifl(d

by the substitution set a, of formulas for free occurrelnces of varialbles

in ry, If there exists any sot of subtstitutions or v',hrit)oles in L,

and L 2 that. makes L2 identictal to the negation of L1 , then from the

two wff'. I.1 v at and I, V w wi may deduce the "resolvent" (o, v-)

Example;-- 01

P( X,f()) V Q(x) v H( f(r), y)

a Ind

.P(f(t'(0)),z) V R(A,,w)

iml)ly, by resolution, I -

Q(f(fC(n))) V R(f(a),Y) V R(f(y),w)

where the substitutton set is a = (f(f(A)) for x, f(y) for Z).

The main theorem of rosolution btotes that if a resolvent is not

satisfiablo thon neither of its antecedents are satisfiable, and that

,hcCipty formula I's no. satisfiable.

Tile rosolutton rule telli us hlow to derive a new clause from a

specifiod pair of clauses containing ai Sl)pcifiod literal, but does not

toll us how to choose which clauses to resolve, A mechanical attempt to

resolve all possible pairs of clausos genorally results in the generation

of nan lnmanageably larfge numbor of irrelevant clauses, Therefore,

various heuristic search principles are being developed to guide and

conitrol the selection of clauses for resolution. Amolng the ltlost important

of these are tihe set of support,. uniti preference, level Ixtiund, and

subswun)tion strateogies.

'rTe statement of a thuorem to be proved usually consists of a set

of premises (axioms) and a conclusion , The !et of support strategy

c'onsists of designating the conclusion, and perhaps a small number of

l't.



the most relevant axioms, as "having, the T-support| property"--i.o. , lying

in the sot of support for the theorem. Thereaftor only those pmirs of

clausoq Dontatinti-t at least ono member with T-supiurt 'ire coxtsidocrd

for resolution, end every rosolvant is automatictilly attributed the

T-9upport property. This st'ategy is atimed at avoiding the deduction

of consequences for some of the prnohi,1oR that are Indlepdndont of (and

irrelevant to) the portioular conclusion dei.4red,

The unit preference strategy essentially orders the clauses to beI resolved by theor lergth--i~e. by the numbor of literals they cottailn.

Contradictions become apparent only whlit two unit (one-literal) clauses

I resolve together to produce the empty clatuso, Therefore, one might hope

I_ to discover a contradiction in the loast time by woriOing first with the

shortest clauses.

Oeasieonlaly the unit preference strotogy may cause one to generate

and resolve lengthy, perhaps endless, sequenoes of unit clauses, to the

negle"t of longer but perhops more fruitful clauses. This difficutty

can be overcome by plaoing a bound ol complutation that will determine

when the unit preference strategy should be abandoned in favor of a

tbroader search. One such bound sets a maxmtun on the numbur of levols•--

i.e., intermediato stops, between a deduced clause and tihe original

theorem.

in thC courto of r'o1lliot proof, several :ius itv.'. be Introdtuced

S +thlat Cnar~y Q(IjitVjjj4nt infl'Poration and{ thatefare 1011d to d|intrlSttilng,
•: extaneoussteps lit I)I-imrtlcIar, if (C IS ally Clants¢, In (If

Is obtainable as an Instance of C by some substitution set 0, And if

clause OD z C V or where r' is any formula, then C subsumes 0 it the sonso
d" that thle set of Clatuse's (Cn) is satisfiable if And Only0 If C alolko Is

satisfiable. Therefore, we holould dolot- from our proof &ny clauns that

is subsumed by another clauso in the proof.

The proof procedure implemeintod as palrt of QA12 is a resolution

procedure using sonic form of each of the above search strategies.

4+ + .+
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flow tnay this tboorehi-provtni, proceduro ho useod In it ques tI01-ion-*uWOring

system'? Wo 1)l111 to use It In soverol ways, IncludIing tile following

( )Answer true-falso qjue.stions.; To find out if 1 Irivean
Input S0ent0110 19 t1114 01r folSO thQ tGOor0Iu1-pl-OVor Wi11
attempt fIr.9t to prove that tho sentoene iu true. If
nfter' at 4101-tkin VAIP61dittUrA Of Offor't, 110 1)1'00f 13

found, thle LIhoorian-prover could Mhen attempt to prove

(2) rinl toil objec~t satisfying corta in coniditions. A (tuo~-
tioll Iiuaty be stntod nal; "F~ind x~ such that I'(xc) is true,"
where P,(x) is nome speCified prodicato. This problem Isay
be posied to -A thooriem prover as tite stfltonionott ((
If this 4tatofilokit is pZ'ovoc, thou tho fnn-wer to thle ques-
tioni is the term that itj substituted tot' x duringr the
course of t~he prvo)'. This term may' be n variable (signify-
Iug that PI(x) is true for all X), a Constant, or a function.
If thle clauseo ropresenting P(x) is used several tines in
tile proof, then thle ankswor 18 the disjunction of thp sevoral
terms substituted for x. This answer mary then be reprosonted
inteornally as a clauso, e4.g. (P(n) V P(b) V P(x) v P(F(Y)))
so that the theorem provor may then simplify It by removing
unnoee~ssalry disjulluts.

(3 (ivo the stops necessory to roachi soine goal. I U
permius-ible actions are sui tabl y axiomati med, thle
steps in a proof thot the goal is achiovable
correspond to tile sequence of actions that must be

tiol rid roosart- Riven by:MuCurthy,`i iiuce

tak.icato Cachexaei (et.,~nnp4 saeont 'abct sotilii

p~redica~tes that eokn cause vertain aitu tions to
occur), the Robinson procedure Is not.d (troet IV
applicable. QA2 ca-nnot hanjidle this type ()f
probleam, ni tbought we expoot to outond it so
that it will have this capability.

Section IV.-D contaliv; annotatetd exox.ljles of programn QA2 solving

Several typical problolims.

L
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IV QA2--AN EXTENDED THEOREM-PROVER AS A QUESTION-ANSWERING SYSTEM

S! This section contains a general description of QA2, and examples of

its operation. Detailed definition of some of the theorem-prover's al-

gorithms appear in Appendix B of this report. Listings of the complete

QA2 programs, written in LISP, are available upon request.

A. General Organization

In a system having a large number of statements or facts in its

memory, a key problem is that of which statement to use next in solving

a problem (or proving a theorem). This problem is sometimes stated as

the problem of finding which statements are "relevant" to the problem

at hand.

A simple and logically complete solution to this problem is given

by an extension of the set-of-support strategy; for this approach every

"fact" is stored in the form of a clause suitable for use by the theorem

prover.

(1) First, give the theorem-prover only the clauses repre-
senting the negation of the sentence to be proved. All

clauses representing this negated sentence are given
T-support. (Note that a theorem of the predicated cal-
culuzs--e.g., (Yx)[P(x)V• P(x)}--may be provable without refer-
ence to facts in memory.)

(2) If no proof is found, the theorem-prover then addresses
memory for a limited number of additional clauses that

will resolve with clauses in the theorem-prover having
T-support. (suitable memory organization and use of
the subsumption test can be used v, increase the effi-

ciency of the search.)

(3) If no proof is found with the new clauses then return to
Step 2.

As in other theorem-proving programs, heuristics such as a bound on

level or computing time must be used to insure practical run times for

-- the program.

17
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This simple measure of relevance" of one clause to another is

whether or not the clauses will resolve. Note that this process is

complete in the sense that if a proof exists (within the limitation on

time and space) it will be found. TVe process is efficient in the sense

that some clauses that cannot lead to a proof are never used. QA2, the

program described below, contains an implementation of the above algo-

rithm. Although this technique has the advantage of relative efficiency

over giving all the clauses in memory to the theorem-prover, several im-

provements to this technique will be necessary before we produce a truly

practical system.

B. QA2,- Control Language

The question-answering program for QA2 consists of a collection of

functions or subprograms which perform the various tasks necessary for

such a system. At the top level an executive program EXEC allows for

user-machine interaction by accepting input in its "command language,

calling upon the appropriate function to perform the desired operation,

and responding to the teletype user. At present, the language accepts -

three types of input: statements, questions, and commands.

1. Statements

A statement is entered in the following format:

S expression

where the letter S signifies tiat the following "expression" is to be

added to the systema's data base.

Vie expression is a predicate calculus statement such as

(IN JOHN BOY) or

((FA (X Y Z) (IF (AND (IN X Y) (INCLUDE Y Z)) (IN X Z)))

The first states that John is a boy, or more precisely, that John is an

element of the set named Boy.

The second is equivalent to the predicate calculus statement:

(VX) (Vy) (V.) r xey A y C z => xez 'J

18
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When a statement is encountered, it is transformed into prenex conjunctive

normal form and then filed in the memory of the question-answering system.

2. Questions

A question is entered In a similar fashion:l3anquestion
% where Q signifies that the predicate calculus expression that follows is

to be treated as a quest'.or. to the system. Here, the negation of the

question is put into conjunctive normal form and passed oil to a subexecu-
I ~tire program EXEM1 which attemp~ts to answer tihe quiestion batsedI on tile

current information in the data base. (Part D of this section shows how

various questions may be posed as predicate calculus expressions.)

3. Commands

A series of additional commands have been implemented which allow

the user to interrogate and alter the system:

After a question has been successfully answered, the

UNWIND command will print the proof of the answer given

to the question.i

(b) CONTINUE

If the system was unsuccessful in answering a question,
the CONTINUE command will cause tile system to continue

searching for proof with tile level bound raised.

(c) LIST

Tie command LIST PR where PR is a predicate symbol

will list all of the statements in the data base that

contain the symbol PR.

(d) FORGET

The command FORGET PR S will delete certain statements

that contain the predicate letter PR according to the

format of S--e.g., if S is an integer n, tile nth state-

ment will be deleted.

(e) FILE

FILE F asks the theorem prover to operate on a prepared

list F of clauses.

-4P
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C. The Theorem Prover

The theorem prover FNI accepts as input a list of clauses CIAUSELIST

atnd a level bound MAXLEV. Its goal is to determine, if possible, that the

set of clauses is unsatisfiable, or equivalently, to derive the nu.l clause

(containing no literals) which is the result of two contradictory clauses.

The algorithm used is the unit preference strategy with T-support.

In addition, it traces the values assigned to variables that were originally

bound by existential quantifiers. Thus if the theorem prover completes a

proof of a statement of the form (ax) P(x), the question answerer cal

exhibit the x that satisfies P. This is extremely useful, as the examples

in part D below will show.

The operation of the theorem prover starts by ordering the clauses

on CIAUSELIST by the number of literals in each clause. The program suc-

cessively attempts to produce resolvents from the clauses in CLAUSELIST,

producing first those resolvents of shortest length. To avoid redundant

computation as much as possible, resolvents of two clauses C1 and C2 are

produced only if the following criteria are satisfied:

(1) Either Cl or C2 (or both) must have T-support.

(2) The level I of any resolvent of C1 and C2 plus the
length of the resolvent must not be greater than the
level bound MAXLEV. (This Is a modification of the
usual level bound strategy.

(3) Neither C1 nor C2 has been subsumed by any other
clause in the proof.

Airthermore, if a resolvent R of Ci and C2 is produced, it is added

to CLAUSELIST only if R is not a tautology--i.e., does not contain comple-

mentary literals--and if R is not subsumed by any clause already on the

list.

D. Examples of QA2 in Operation

A sample dialogue with QA2 is given below. The input and output from

the computer are printed in all capital letters. After some of the ex-

changes, we have added an explanation.

20
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s (IN JOHN BOY)

OK

lite statement (indicated by "S") that John is contained ito the set

of boys is accepted and the response is "OKm"

Q (IN JOHN Boy)

Ii YES

4 The question (indicated by "Q"), "Is John in the set of boys?" is

answered Yes." 'is is an example of a simple yes or "no proof found"
i i •answer.

Q (sx (x) (IN JOHN X))

YES WHEN X = BOY

Does there exist an x such that John is in the set x? Note that

the program reports what assignment is made to x to complete its proof.

S (FA (X) (IF (IN X BOY) (IN X PERSON)))

OK

This says that every boy is a person, or (Vx)CxeBOY => xcPERSON]

Q (EX (X) (IN X PERSON))

YES WHEN X = JOHN

Does there exist a member of the set of humans? 7te theorem prover

- must have used two statements: John is a boy, and every boy is a person.

UNWIND

SUMMARY

1 IN(JOHN, BOY) AXIOM
2 -IN(X,PERSON) NEG OF THM
3 -IN(x,DoY) 1N(X,PERSON) AXIOM
4 - IN(X, BOY) FROM 2,3
(CONTRADICTION FROM CLAUSES 1 AND 4)

(5 CLAUSES GENERATED)

21



The command "NWIND caused the proof to be printed ot t. Each numbered

line corresponds to one clause. A clause may come from three sources:

AXIOM - retrieved from memory
NEG OF T11M - the negation of the question I

FROM N,M - the result of resolving together -

clauses N and M.

The number of clauses generated represents the size of the proof tree .

upon generating the empty clause; this is a measure of the amount of ef-

fort involved in completing the proof. -

S (FA (X) (IF (IN X PE'RSON) (IN X HUMAN)))

OK

It unquestioningly believes that all persons are human. -

q (EX (X) (IN X HUMAN))
YES WHEN X = JOHN [

s (FA (x) (IF (IN X HUMAN) (HP X ARM 2)))

OK

Q (HiP JOHN ARM 2)

YES

(HP JOHN ARM 2) means that John Has-as-Parts two elements of the

set of all arms.

s (FA (Y) (IF (IN Y ARI) (HP Y HAND 1)))

OK

Q (EX (X) (HP JOHN HAND X))
NO PROOF FOUND

The crucial axiom, given next, was missing.

S (FA (X Y Z h N) (IF (AN! (HP X Y M)
(FA (U) (IF (IN U Y) (lip U Z N)))) (HP X Z (TIMES M N))))

OK

Q (EX (N) (HiP JOHN HAND N))

YES WHEN N = TIMES (2,1)

TIMES (2,1) represents the product of 2 and 1 (=2).

22
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UNWIND

SUMbARY

1 IN(JOHN,BOY) AXIOM
! 2 -IIP(JOIiN,iIAND,N) NtEx OF T71M

3 IN(SKO(N,M,Z,Y,X),Y) - P(X,Y,M)

H P(X,Z,TIMES(MN)) AXIOM
4 -HP(JOuN,Y,M) IN(SK8(N,M,IIND,Y,JOuN),Y) FROM 2,3
5 -IN( Y,ARM) 11P(Y,I1AND,1) AXIOM
6 -JIP(JOHN,AR1MM) HP(SK8(N,M,IIAND,AI1M,JOIIN) ,IIAND,i) FROM 4,5

S1 7 -11P(SK8(N, M,Z,Y,X),Z,N) -IIP(X,Y,M)

11PýX,Z,TIMES(MN)) AXIOM
8 -UP(JOHN,YM) -HP(SK8(N,M. IIAND,Y,JOIIN),IIAND,N) FROM 2,7

9 -IIP(,JOIHN,AKM,M) FROM 6,8
S10 -IN(X,IIUMAN) IIP(X,ARM,'2) AXIOM

11 -IN(JOHN,11UMAN) FROM 9, 10

112 -IN(X,PERSON) IN(X,HWMAN) AXIOM
13 -IN(JOHN,PERSON) FROM 11,12
14 -IN(X,BOY) IN(X,PERSON) AXIOM
15 -IN(JOHN,BOY) FROM 13,14
(CONTRADICTION FROM CLAUSES 1 AND 15)
27 CLAUSES GENERATED)

This required a 8-step proof. SK8 is the name generated by the program

for a Skolem function used to eliminate an existential quantifier.

S (OR (AT JOHN HOME) (AT JOHN SRI) (AT JOHN AIRPORT))

OK

i Q (EX (X) (AT JOHN X))

SYES WH"HEN X ý SRI

FOR IHEN X= AIRP1ORT
OR WHEN X = HOME

Note that the output may be a logical "OR" of several possibilities.

S (FA (X) (EQUALS X X))

OK

S (FA (X Y) (IF (EQUALS X Y) (EQUALS Y X)))
OK

S (FA (X Y Z) (IF (AND (EQUALS X Y) (EQUALS Y Z)) (EQUALS X Z)))
OK

s (FA (x Y z) (IF (AND (AT X Y) (AT X Z)) (EQUALS Y Z)))
OK

}s- -23



S (NOT (EQUALS SRI AIRPOR•T))
OK

8 (NOT (EQUALS AIRPORT HOME))

Q (EX (X) (IF (NOT (AT JOHN AIRPORT)) (AT JOHN X)))
YES WHFN X HOME

OR MHEN X - SRI

8 (IF (AT JOHN AIRPORT) (WITH JOHN BILL))

OK

s (FA (X Y z) (IF (AND (AT X Y) (WITH Z X)) (AT Z Y)))
OK

Q (EX (X) (IF (AT JOHN AIRPORT) (AT BILL X))) f...
NO PROOF FOUND

s (FA (x Y) (IF (wITH x Y) (wITH Y X)))
OK

Q (EX (X) (IF (AT JOHN AIRPORT) (AT BILL X)))
1ES WHEN X = AIRPORT

Q (EX (X) (IF (NOT (WITH BILL JOHN)) (AT JOHN X)))
YES WHEN X = SRI

OR WHEN X = AIRPORT

OR WIEN X = HOME

S (AT JOHN SRI)
OK

Q (NOT (AT JOHN AIRPORT))
YES

s (FA (X Y) (1FF (DISJOINT X Y) (FA (U)
(IF (IN U x) (NOT (IN U Y))))))

OK

Q (FA (x Y) (IF (DISJOINT X Y) (DISJOINT Y X)))
YES

S (DISJOINT BOY GIRL)
OK•

S (IN JOHN BOY)
OK 2 ]
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Q (NOT (IN JOHN GIRL))
YES

s (IN JUDY GIRL)j OK

s (FA (X Y Z) (IF (AND (IN X Y) (INCLUDE Y Z)) (IN X Z)))
OK

i US (INCLUDE BOY PERSON)
V OK

J |Q (2X (X) (IN X PERSON))YES WHEN X = JOHN

S (INCLUDE GIR, PERSON)
OK

I-Q (EX (x) (AND (NOT (IN X BOY)) (IN X PERSON)))
YFS WHEN X JUDY

r I UNWIND

E- SUhalARY I
I DISJOINT(BOY,GIRL) 

Axiom2 INCLUDE(GIRL,PERSON) 
AXIOM

3 IN (JU DY, G I RI)AXO AXIOM(4 X(X,Boy) -IN(XPERSON) NEC, OF 75 -INCLUO D(Y,Z) -IN(X,v)
IN(X,Z) AXIOM

6IN(X,DOY) -,!N(,X,Y)-I NCIUi), PERSON) FROM 4,57 -INCLUDE(GIRL,PERSON) IN(JUDY,BOY) FROM 3,6
8 IN (JUDY, BOY) FROM 2,7
9 -DISJOINT(X,Y) -IN(U,X)

-IN(U,Y) AXIOM
10 -IN,(JUIY,Y) -!)ISJOINT(130YY) FROM 8
11 -IN(JUDY,GIRL) FROM 8,9

(CONTRADICTION FBOM CLAUSES 11 AND 3)

(92 CLAUSES GENERATED)

* A-
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V CONCLUSIONS 01D SPIECULAV IONS

A. Tho Problem of Datta Ilopresentatliop .

Suppose wo wish to store it' a computer somo items of information,

which we 8hll call "the data," for use b)y a qestioai-anawering system. -,

This data may lhave as its sourco English, text, logical rules, pictures,
etc. The problem of ropresenting tilts data may be divided Into three

parts:

(1) Determining the semantic content of the data. For
example, we may decide that tile semantics of tilo
sentence. "John is tile father of Bill)" is expressed
by the binary relation "is-the--father-of" applied
to the objects named "John" and "Bill."A

(2) Choosing a language In which to exprOss this somuitic
content. For example, we may use til notation of
first order logic .ind pick appropriate symbols--i.e., ,

Father (John, Bill)

(3) Choosing a memory organization--i.e., a way to repre-
sent statements in the computer memory. II the LISP -

programming system, For example, statements would be
stored in linked list structure, possibly using LISP
atomic symbols as entry poInts--e.g., on the property-
!I-st of the ato.m "John" we could place the value
"Bill under the attribute "Father."

In expressing the somantic content of, -iay, a sentence of English,
we are deciding what inforation that sentence can provide for the

question-answerintg systom, More specifically, we are restricting the

set of statements that itmay be deduced from the representation of that

sentence. Thus a criterion that should be used in specifying semantic

content is: Will the system be ablo to correctly answer questions con-
cerning the subject matter of that sentence?

The laIgutge , mentionod in (2) above should be selected to represent,

un.-mbiguotusly and compactly, the semantic contouit of the data. This

26 1
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lagaeshould also be suchi that we canl write n set of rule:; (a prorram)
to maripulate tile facts expressad in this language ill urder to produce

the doi'lred answer.

It is hot vet clear what critoria to use in selecting the memory

organization or data structu-',e for a given laliguage. In particular, the

represell ation of a given statement could be eitelir one or the other of

the following,

(1) In such a form that tile structure of the statevient
itSOlf aid in information retrieval.

(2) In such a form that stored items may be easily used
in the deductive routines--e.g., as clauses for a
proof procedure. Ini this caoe additional atruoture
must be provided to aid In information retrieval.

In any case, it soon bocomes difficult to study the question of momory

organization apart from the question of problem-solving or deductive

techniques.

Our work thus far suggests that the fastest progress may be obtain•d

by first planning problem-solvisig techniques anM deddc Livo routines, then

choosing a language to reprosent tile datat that is compatible with those

techniques, and, finally, selecting a memory organization compatit'le with

the probloa;-so•vLin• Lechiaiqcs alnd langkinges c-osen, ilowever, since tile

efficiency of memory organization, language representation, and problem-
solving techniques are highly interdependent, we expect future versions

of our question-answering systems will exhibit changes In all these us-

Ioo."s.

At our current stage of work, the greatest advances in question-

answering ability seem to depend upon improved logical problem-solving

ability. The cho.ice of internal language and data structures has not

yet beeni critical to the performance of tile systems.

B. Improvoemets to QA2

At the time of this writing, QA2 is an operational program with the

- ability to accept and store facts in the form of predicate calculus

- statements, and to answer qtuestions by (1) selecting relevant filets from
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ito momory, (2) operating a theorcm-iproving prograw on nloc facts,

nnd (3) keeping track of tile bti~dings of variablos mado lik thle course of

a proof. However, the moasuiro of 1-clnvipce for aulectiaig facts is very

rtdimentary; tile thooroni prover is tlio Jtobiiisof prooCduro with it few

Tile prosent criterioni of relevance is, "Is the selected fact i'osolv-

Lable, 1)y the theorem prover, with Lily clause having i'-support'?' A.4 the

data, base grows , moro stringent relevancy criteria will have to be used.

One now relevancy monastre we plan to xise In the numb~er of conlstants and(

predicate symbols in oommon between the feet in joemory and tile cilause

with Which it resolves. Of course, tile efficient lise of such conditions

i~mpliea that facts in memory must Ibe indexed or sorted fii appropriate ways.

2, ImpJrov lug tile i'I)o1'oh Prover

ftveral modifications to tile theorem prover would result in signif-

tcant reductions in running time with no decrease iii offeativeness.

'rheoreti cal work by Hart, 18 RONM;03n, 22 (Old SliAglo, 10 ildi atQS that

i-Aany unnecessary steps aro porformedl by a ba~;ic theorom provor such as

tile one we have implomented. Variations of teclunitties to avolid tile extra

steps have beenl cal led "Ej l jihnat ion of cruikivalolit proofIs ," "Yinding

maximal clashes ,' and "Making, a theorom prover singly connectod." We

fool that the increased efficiency resulting from implementing one of

those proceduires will probably Justify the Increased overhead necessary

for bookkooping,

AnO thor fA~jor increase in thoorom- proving uff ietency would resulit

frnm ineorpus-uting into thle thevorem prover some special knowledge about

certain relations. It equality is- definled by three, axioms III thle system

to be all equi valence relati.on, then every proof involvingr equali t will

m~ake many siiperfluous referencos to those oxiojits merely because of their V
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extreme generality. These extraneous proof steps would be avoided if

special information about the significance of equality were built right

into the theorem-proving program--e.g., if we are given that f(b) = f(a),

then P(a, x, f(x)) should resolve directly with -P(a, b, f(a)), without

intermediate use of equality axioms. Similarly set-inclusion and set-

membership relations occupy distinguished roles in most logical deduc-I
tions and thus should be given special treatment.

g 3. Increasing the Range of Question Types

Currently QA2 can answer two types of questions: "Is S true?" is

answered by presenting the predicate calculus sentence S to the theorem-

prover; "Find an x satisfying P(x)" is answered by presenting the formula

(Rx) P(x) to the theorem prover and tracking the values it assigns to x.

We plan to study how the system can be extended to handle additional

'I question types. In particular, many axiomatizations of interesting

problems, such as problems whose solutions consist of a sequence of steps

or actions require second-order predicate calculus. We believe we can

extend the resolution technique to handle certain forms of second-order

theorems.

C. Further Plans

We have discussed above two experimental question-answering systems:

QAl, on which work has stopped, and QA2, which is operational but for which

various improvements are now in progress. Our work on these systems has

suggested several major innovations that we expect to incor, 'rate into

future question-answering systems.

1. Extensions of the Logical Notation

Various notational devices, some of which can be defined as abbre-

viations in conventicnal logical systems, could have a special significance

in a question-answering system. For example, consider, in addition to

the usual universal and existential quantifiers (vx) and (Hx), the fol-

lowing special quantifier-type operators:

29
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There exists a unique element (3'x)

All x in the set y (Vxey) epsJilon

There exists an x in set y (axey) quantifiers

Any object x (ST x)

The set of all x (STA x)

'. unique object x (STI x) descriptive

operator.

The descriptive operator is discussed by Kalish and Montague. 20

The "ST" (such that) operator was useful in the QA1 representation and

query language.

E•silon quantifiers can be helpful, not only in expressing facts and

questions more naturafly, but also in directing search procedures. Such

use of quantifiers that reduce the size of the search space can be even

more effective if the theorem prover has special built-in knowledge of

the properties of the relevant relations.

2. Enhancement of the Man-Machine Interface

The operation of the system should be made more convenient and more

transparent to the human user. The interface language should eventually

be made more English-like. (The QA2 interface language is already slightly

more natural than standard logical prefix notation.) In addition, the

system should be made more interactive. For example, the system should

be able to report why or how it gets into difficulty on a proof, and re-

quest assistance when necessary.

3. Use of New Planning and Search Heuristics

Slagle z reports a technique for finding clashes, and thus eliminating

equivalent proofs, by making use of semantic models for the logical system.

A generalization of this technique might permit the theorem prover to use

facts in the question-answerer's memory as a guide to determining which

steps to try next. Extensive work remains to be done on how a theorem-

prover can best utilize semantic information.

30
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Better planning heuristics could significantly reduce the time used

to produce a proof (and thus answer a question). The choice -and proof

of appropriate lemmas as "stepping stones," along with an extended set

of support strategy, could provide a sense of direction that is missing

from most current theorem-proving programs.

n .
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Appendix A

OPEIRTION OF QA1

1. Data File

II• "All the data contained in memory may be shown by listing the file

', Dictionary." This computer output is shown below. The first word in

each list is a LISP atomic symbol and the rest of the list is the prop-
ti 'erty list of that symbol.

LIST DICTIONARY
LISTING OF FILE DICTIONARY

i(Til TP'E PROPNAME INST (TELl TELEPHONE) ONTOP (TFLl TAB LE1))

(TYPE TYPE RELATION AltGS 2 EQUIVFORM ((PL EQUIVFOMIJ RULE (FREEVARS
(X V) PRED (EQUIV (PL X TYPE Y) (TYPE XY))))))

(MIKE TYPE PROPNAME INST (MIKE PERSON))

(TABLEl TYPE PROPNAME INST (TABLE1 TABJLE) ONTOP (TELl TABLE1))

(GIRL TYPE GENPHYS INCLUDE (GIRL PERSON))

(PLUSS TYPE FUNCTION)

(IIASPART TYPE RELATION ARGS 2 INPUT ((STF (X Y)
TYPE (X OBJECT) TYPE (Y OBJECT))))

( SAM TYPE PROPNAME)

(HASPARTSET TYPE RELATION DEFINITION ((PL DEFINITION INTERMSOF
(HASPART CARDINALITY)

RULE (FREEVARS (X Y Z N)
PREDICA'rE (EQUIV (HASPARTSET X (Y N))

((XISTSU Z INST (Z Y))
(FORALL V? INST (W Z))
(AND (HASPART X W) (CAID Y N)))))))

COMPUTES (HASPARTSET (ST X RULE (FREEVARS (X V Z Mi N)
PRED (IMPLIESS (ANDD XIASPARTSET x (L Y M))

(HASPARTSET Y (L Z N)))
(HASPARTSErT X (L Z (EV TIMESS M N))))))))

33
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(AIRFIELD TYPE GENPIIYS INS'C ((XLIST SXOTrT CLARK DOVER) AIRFIELD)

HASPART (AlRWIEWD (A RUNWAY)))

I IL

(FINGER T'YPE GENPIIYS H1ASPARTSET (HAND (L FINGER 3)))

(USE TYPE RELATION ARGjS 2)

(PERSON TYPE GENPIYS INCLUDE (BOY PERSON) 11ASPARTSET (PERSON (L ARM 2)))

(BOY TYPE GENPRYS INST (joHN Boy) INCLUDE (BOY PERSON))

(ARM TYPE GENPIYS HASPARTSET (ARM (1, HANDi)) FIASARTSET (PERSON
(L ARM 2)))

(RUNWAY TYPE GENPHYS JIASPART (AIRFIELD (A RUNWAY)))

(BOOKI TYPE PROPNAME INST (1OOKK1 BOOK)
COLOR (BOOKi (ST X INST (X MIXED(OLOR( PART (X RED) PART (X BLUE))))

(TIMESS TYPE FUNCTION ARGS INDEF COMPUTESL TIMES)

(HAND TYPE GENPIIYS IASPARTSET (HAND (L FINGER 5))
HASPARTSET (ARM (L HAND) 1 ))) --

(SCOTT TYPE PROPNAME INST (SCOxyrn AIRFIELD)
HASPART (SCOTT (ST X INST (X RUNWAY)
SURFACE ASPHALT LENGTH (6000 FEET))))

(JOHN TYPE PJ1OPNAME INST (JOHN BOY))

(INST TYPE RELATION COMPUTES (INST (ST X RULE (FREEVARS (U V W) I
PRET) (IMPLAEss (ANDD (INCLUDE 11 W/) (INST L' V)) (INST U W))))))

(TELEPHONE TYPE GENPI1YS INST (TELA TELEPHONE)

USE (TELEPHONE COOMMUNICATION) USE PAPERWEIGHT

END OF FILE DICTIONARY

2. Results with QA1

With the data base giv,2n in the above "Dietionazzy," the following

question and answers session was conducted. The first line in each

group is input, followed by the system's response.
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FINDR( ONTOP( TELl TABLEl,)

(ONTP (muI TABLEl))

FINDR( 0 M P( XXA TABLEl))
(ONTOP (TEIl TABLEl))

FINDR(ONTOP( TELl XXA))
(ONr`OP (TELl TABLEl)

FINDR(ONTOP (TEIl TABLE2))
NIL

I ~FINDR( ON'IOP( TEL2 TABLE1))f NIL

i FINDR(INST (XXA TELEPHONE))
(INST (TEIl TELEPHONE))

FINIJR( TYPE( TELl XXA))
(TYPE PROPNAJ4E)

FINDR( INST( MIKE XXA))
(INST (MIKE PERSON))

FINDR( INCLUDE( BOY XXA))
(INCLUDE (BOY PERSON))

FINDR( TYPE (PLUSS XXA))
(TYPE FUNCTION)

FINDR( TYPE( SAM~ XXA))
(TYPE PROPNAME)

FINDR( DEFINITION( IIASPARTSET DCE)))
(DEFINITION ((P'L DEFINITION INTERMSOF (JIASPART CARDINALITY)

RULE (FREEVARS (X Y Z N)
PREDICATE (EQUIV (IIASPAU'CSET X (Y N))

-' ((XISTSU Z INST (Z Y))
(FcPRALL W INST (W Z)) (AND (JIASPART X W) (CARD Y N)))))))))

FJNDRt( INST (CLARK AIRFIELD))
(INST ((XLIs'r SCOTTT CLARIK DOVER) AIRFIELD))

1FINDR(II1ASPART (AIRFIELD (A RUNWAY)))
(IIASPART (AIIWIELD (A RUNWAY)))

FINDR(HASPARTSET (wUJNv (L FINGER 5)))
(IIASPARTSET (HAND (L FINGER 51)))



FI,;)R( IIASI'ARTSET(IIAND(L DCE 5)))

(HASPARTSET (HAND (L. FINGER 3)))

FINDR(IIASPARTSET(IICE(L FINGER 5)E)))
(IIASPARTSET (HAND (L FINGER 5)))

FINDR( HIASPARTSET( ARM(L HIAND) DOE)))
(IASPARTSET (AIM (L HAND I)))

FINDR(IIASPAITSET( ARPA(L FINGER DOE))
NIL

'*Notc that FINDR cinnot solve this, Whereas VFIN1) can (see below).

FINDR( IIASPIMUT (SCOTT1 DCE)))
(IEA SPARTI (SCO`TT (ST X I NST (X RUNWAY)

SURFACE ASPHALT LENG111 (6000 FEET))))

FINDR(IIASPAI1T (SCOrr (A RUNWAY)))
(HIASPART (SCOTrT (ST X INST (X RUNWAY)

SURFACE ASPHALT LENGTH (6000 FEET))))

FINDR(USE TELEPHONE XXA))
(USE (TELEPHONE COMNMUN ICATION))

FINDR(USE(TELEPIIONE PAPERWEIGHT))
(USE PAPE RWE IGHT)

FINDR( ONTOP ((ST X USE(X COMMNUNICATION)) TABLEl))
tON'IDP (TELL TABLEI))

FINDR(ONTO)P( ( ST X USE (X PAPERWEIGHT)) TAISLEL))
(ONTOP (TELL TABLEt)

FINDR(OhWOP( (s'r X USE PAPERWEI GHT) TABLEl ))
(Os4TOP (TEL1 TABLE1))

FINDR(ONOP` ('rELL(sT X INST(X TABLE))))
(ON'rnP (TEL1 TABLI3t))

FINDR( HIASPAI1T( AIRFIELD (AIIUNWAY))
(IIASPART (AIRF'IELD (A RUNWAY))))

FINDRII(HASPART( EACH Al RF IELD) (A RUNWAY)))
(JIASPART (AIRFIELD (A RUNWAY)))

FINDR(IIASPAHT ( O(NE AIRFIELD) (A RUNWAY:.)
NIL
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U -INDR( 11ASPART( AIRFIEL (ST X INST (X RUNWAY))))
(HASPART (AIRFIELD (A RUNWAY)))

S u FINDR (HASPAhT(SCOTT (A RUNWAY)))
(HASPART (SCOTT (ST X INST (X RUNWAY)ISURFACE ASPHALT LENGTH (6000 FEET))))

S| ~~FINDK(HASPARtT (SOOT1' (ST X INST(X RUNWAY) SURFACE• ASPHIALT)))
S| ~(HASPAitT (8007]t (ST X INST (X RUNWAY)

[ ~~~SURFACE ASPHALT LENGTHl (6000 FEET)M))):

FINDR(ISPART(SA OT (ST X LENGT(6000 FEET))D)L)-S~(HASPART (SCOTT (ST X INST (X Il•NW.'Y)

SURFACE ASPH ALT LENGT1 (6000 )EET))))

*FINDR(HASPART (SCOTT (ST X LENGTH ()280 FEET))))

NI

SFINDR(RASPA~R (STou (ST Z LE N) (6000 FEET) SURFII ACE ASPHALT))))
(HASPAR•T (SCONT (S X IASSL (X RUNWY)

SURFACE ASPHALT LENGTI (6000 FEET))))

Svx'FIND((X) (oNPATSEo Z( N))
((Z . T5BL ))

VFIND( (Q) (ONTOP Q TAAIT E L))
(( ,0TL))

%vFIND( (X) (INST X TELEPHONE))
((X O TEYI))

WNVFID( (x) ((JNST X TEYPEIONE)(ON)IOP X TAIS~~(FAILF'IND (ONTOIP X TABLE1) ( (X . TEIA)) )

i • ~VFIND((X) (IA5PARTSET AItM(L FINGER X) ))

: • ~((x. )

%rFIND((X) (HASPAI!TSET ARAI(l, FINGER X)) )

((x . )

w'IND((x (WASPARTSET HUMA•N (L FINGER X)) )
((x . 10))

VFIND( (X) (INST JOHN X))
((x . BOY))

SVFIND( (X) (INST X PERSON))

((X JOHN))
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3. Int url Opjeration0

In normal program oporation, only the system reopongo to a question

is printud out. By using the LISP function "'TlACE," somo of the internal

operations are shown. 'The function is applied to VFAI and gives its

t'g1%lmOIits anId vallies durinlg thie course of answering n queotton. Tho - -

question asked below was discussed in Sec. 1I-D1. DNC means "don't

care," UNK means "UNKNOWN." and ALA; moanus "algorithm").

VFIND( (X) (INST X PERSON) )

LwL
VARUS OF VFA1
(I NST X PERSON)
((X . UNK))

AROS OF VFAI
(COM)U'rES INST AWa)

(AV .DC U.UNK))

VALUE OF V'AlI
((AL ST X RULE (FREEVARS (U V W)

PRED (IMPLIESS (ArNiD (INCLUDE V W) (INST U V)) (INST U W)))))

ARGS OF VFAI
(INSJATE V PERSON)
((V , DNc) (U UNK))

VALUE OF VFAI
((V . DOY))

ARGS OF VWAI
(INST U V')
((V , BOY) (U NK))

VA L43E O1F VAI~
((U . JOUN))

VALUE OF VFAI
((X . JOH))N

((X . JOHN))

VFINI)( (X)(INST JOHN X))
ARGS OF VFA1
(INST JOHN X)I
((X . UNK))

VALUE OF VFAl
((x . ny))

((x . uo))
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Alppendi 1.3

AI6ORITIB•IS FOR 9A.2

Comploto listings for programh QA2 nure availablo from the authors I -

upon r•quest. Here we include dolseriptions of some of the key algorithms i
that are t mbodied in thie QA2 theoveom-proving program, The Pruaux Algo-

rithm translatos input. stateuentts and qttestlons into tihe St;aItdard( form I

for thu theorom-prover. The Subsumption Algorithm is used whunovor

possible to eliminate newly generatod claueos. Tihe Unif ication Algo-

rithln is the match proooduroo at the heart of the resolution method. .-

1. The Pronex Algorithm-

The function (PRhEX E) produoes tile prenex, conjunctive nornal

form for the first-order predicate calculus stntoment B/. rho form of E

may be o011 of the following:

(1) te.raul; E (P al ... an) whor, 1) is a pretlicate symIbol,
and al , a•...,a repl'esent terms which are the argumients
of P,

(2) •Conunctlon: E - (A)D el ... oil) whtere the ei can again
be an' woll formed statemonts. Tite expression (AND at en) el-)

Frep"rescats "he lgical statement el e A ... Aoil.

(3) RL, junction: H = (OR el ... onl) which represents the
StatQmClet o 1 02 . y ell.

(4) Im!lication: E (IMP el o2) or N (IF el 12) whichl
represent the statemlent cl = > c.2.

represent tile statement el <=> e2.

(6) N 1 oa : E = (NOT o) representing the statement -e.

(7) Ultiversal Quantification: E = (FA (xl x2 ... xn) o)
where xl, x2, .. ', are any variables. (FA (xl ... xn) 0)
represents the logical statement (v xl) (-. x2) ... (V xn) o.

(8) Existential Quantification: E (EX (xI x2 ... xi,) c)

represents the statement (• xl) (5 x2) . .. ( 3 xn)e.

.1o
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Any symbol which occurs in a literal and which has not been quanti-

fied is assumed to denote a constant--eg., in the statement:

(FA (x) (IF (IN X 110Y)(IN X PERSON)))

BOY and PERSON are treated as constants.

The prenex conjun, tive normal form of a statement E is a list of

clauses (Cl ... Cn) where each Ci is a list of literals (Li ... Lt.) .

First PRE2EX calls PRENEXI with the argument E. PRENEX1 performs

2 the folicwing tasks:

S(i) If E = (NUI e) then (PRtEIxl e) is called. A flip-flop
switch is set to indicate that e is negated. This has
the effect of taking negation symbols inside the cx-
pression.

(2) If E = (AND el ... en) or E = (OR (I ... ell) then
(PRENEXI ei) is called for each i, i 1, .... n.
The resulting clause lists are combined into a single
OR or AND list of the results. The negation flip-
flop is used to avoid multiple negations.

(3) If E = (IF el e2), (IMP el e2), (IFF el e2), or
(EQV el e2) th)n the connectives are transformed
into connectives using AIND, OR, and N&1', and PRENEXi

of the cransformed expression is called--e.g.,
(IF el e2) is trans.formed into (Ol (.NO el) e2).

(4) If E is a quantified expression:

(a) If the essential quantifier is universal
(FA jf the negation flip-flop is not set
and EX if the swi tch is set) the variables
xl, ... so are added to a free variable
list and (FRENEXI o) is called.

(b) If the essential quaatif•.r is existential,
each of the variables xl, . . . , xn is
bound to a generated Skolem function whose
arguments are all of the variables on the
free variable list at this point, and
(PiltMEXl e) is called.

\5) If E = (P al ... an) is au atomic formula, then:

(a) All of the variables.- in E which occur en the
list of bindings arc replaced by their cor-

responding Skolem functions.
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(b) The expreSion (((P al ., an) or
((NOT (P al ,.. an))) is returned as th(i
vAlue of P1-ENEX1 of E (according to the
flip-flop), and J.s tlhe conjunctive
normal form of F = (P al ... an).

Wflien PiREEX1 exits with the list of clauses corresponding to the

original statement E, PRENEX performs a tautology and subsumption check

on the clauses so as to return a list of non-tautologic, inequivalent

clauses, each of which is of minimal length.

"2. The Subsumption Algorithm

The function (SUBSUME Cl C2) determines whether or not the clause

Cl subsumes the clause C2. That is, it sees whether or not there is a ]
substitution e such that -

(Cl)e C C2

The following algorithm is used:

Let Al = (L1 ... La), Bl = (MI ... Mm) be the literals of C1 and C2

respectively. Two association lists AI1 and AL, are used for keeping

track of the various substitutions computed '..ing the subsumption test.

Initially ALl and AL are both set to NIL.

Thle function 'SUBSYI Al B1) is callea to see if the current literal

list A± subsumes the list 131 with respect to the substitution on AL.

(1) If Al is ever NIL the test is successful and SUBSMl
returns t rue.

(2) If B1 is ever" NIL (Al ? NIL) then SUBS.M1 returns false.

(3) If neither Al nor BI is NIL, the SUBSM2 is called to

see if tle first literal of Al subsumes the first
literal of 11I, \,he', ALI is first set to AI,. I, the
test is stifcessful dihen the substitutionl list ALI

" udified Lo include the match and then a test is

Mi• .(recursively, with SUBSMl called with Al = (L2 ... Ln),
BI = (MI ... Mm), and Al. = ALl. If this is successful,
then SUBSM1 returns truth. If this test is not success-
ful, or if Li did not subsume MI, then SUBSMI is called
with Al = (Li ... 1,n) , BI (M2 ... Nki), and AL restored

to its previous value.

..



The algorithm has the effect of first trying to map Li into C2,

then (L-")3 into C2 (where 0 is the substitution that was needed to

reduce Li to a literal of C2) and so on. If at any point (Li)O cannot

be mapped into C2, the process backs up one step and retries on 1. 111

It terminates when all of the Li are mapped into C2 or when Li has been

tried on all of the liter0ls of C2.

3. The Unification Algorithm

SC1 and C2 on literals L1 of C1 and L2 of C2.

IJi For a resolvent tQ exist it is necessary tlhat L1 and L2 be of the

SIform of complementary literals--e.g,,

SL1 = (P al ... an) -L (NOT (P bl ... bn))

and that

* . !i (P al ... an), (P Ui ... bn) be. unifiable,

The function (MATCH A B) determines whether or not the lists of

* arguments A = (al ... an), 13 (bl ... bn) are unifiable, and if so,

protluces the most general unifier 0.

Let ALI and AI,2 be two association lists, each initially empty,

which will hold the bindings of variables on A and B, respectively.

The function (MATCH A B) pcerforms the following operations:

(1) The function VAL applied to Al and AIl causes (a) any
variables in Al not already on ALl to be added to
ALl and bound to distinct new variables, and (b) the

term al' to be generated by replacing each variable I
in al by its value from the ALl list. VAL is then
applied to bl and AL2, except that new variables in
bi are initially bound to titenselves.

(21) The function MATCHll is thea applied to al/ and bl',

as follows. If als is a variable and bl' is not,
and al' does not occur in bl', then bl' is substi-
tuted for every occurrence of all in the value of every
variable on ALl and AL2. If hI ' is a variable, then
-al is substituted for bl' in the values on ALI. and
AL2. Otherwise MATC1il reports failure.
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If both al ' and bl' are tunctional terms, such as
al' = (f sl ... sr), bl' (g tl . tk), then we

rmust have £ = g and the function MATCHIl must sue- -
ceed, recursively, with each pair of corresponding
arguments from (si ... sr) and (tl ... tk). Other- I
wise MATCh1 returns NIL.

(3) I1 MATC11l succeeds in all and bl', then MATCH is

called on the lists (a2 ... an), (b2 ... bn). If V
both lists are empty, the unification was suc-
cessful and tbe substitutions on AUl and AL2 repre-

sent the most general unifier e.
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